
Phys-10B11 Explain the physical principles of ultrasound imaging. (also Physiol-
07B11,Physiol-02B14,Physiol-98B4) 
 
Background 
 
Ultrasound is an oscillating pressure wave with frequency above the normal human 
hearing range (i.e. > 20 kHz) 
 
The production, transmission, reflection and detection of ultrasound in tissue is 
frequently used in medical imaging 
 
Frequency range used for medical ultrasound imaging = 2 ~ 15 MHz 
 
Ultrasound production and emission 
 
Ultrasound waves are produced by piezoelectric elements within the ultrasound probe, 
(e.g. lead zirconate titanate PZT – a piezoelectric ceramic) 
 
When electric field is applied across piezoelectric element ! its structure will deform 
(this is the inverse piezoelectric effect) 
 
When the applied electric field oscillates at specific frequency ! size of piezoelectric 
crystal will vibrate at same frequency ! produce pressure waves (e.g. ultrasound) 
 

 
 
The ultrasound wave produced by the piezoelectric element will be subjected to: 
(1) backing material: reduce excessive vibrations in all directions ! directs 
ultrasound beam + improve axial resolution 
(2) acoustic matching layer: minimises internal ultrasound reflection produced as a 
result of significant differences in acoustic impedance between the various 
components of the probe 
(3) acoustic lens: focuses the ultrasound beam produced by the piezoelectric element 
 

 
 



Ultrasound detection 
 
Piezoelectric elements in the ultrasound probe generate electric current in response to 
mechanical strain (this is the piezoelectric effect) 
 
Reflected ultrasound wave from tissue ! deforms piezoelectric element ! produces 
oscillating electric current ! electrical signal ! converted to image 
 
Reflected ultrasound wave with larger amplitude ! brighter image on screen 
 
Ultrasound transmission and reflection 
 
Ultrasound generated by probe is transmitted through tissue with 3 fates: 
(1) reflection 
(2) absorption 
(3) scatter 
 
Reflection 
Whenever ultrasound beam encounters interface with difference in acoustic 
impedance, it will be partially reflected ! detected by probe 
 
Larger the difference in acoustic impedance between substances ! more ultrasound 
wave is reflected at that interface 
 
Acoustic impedance = resistance of a material to pressure wave propagation 
Higher acoustic impedance ! greater resistance to ultrasound transmission 
 
Acoustic impedance (Z) is proportional to density (ρ) and speed of sound (v) in that 
substance ! i.e. Z = ρ × v 
 
e.g. bone has very high acoustic impedance; air has very low acoustic impedance 
∴ significant amount of ultrasound waves reflected at the soft tissue/bone and soft 
tissue/air interfaces 
 
The time latency between ultrasound emission, reflection and detection is 
proportional to the depth of the structure 
 
Absorption 
Ultrasound is absorbed by tissue ! converted to heat (also known as attenuation) 
 
Amount of absorption depends on: 
(1) tissue type ! attenuation of bone > muscle > fat > blood >> water 
(2) frequency ! higher frequency = more attenuation 
 
∴ lower frequency ultrasound beams ! more tissue penetration ! better imaging of 
deeper structures 
 



Velocity-frequency-wavelength relationship 
 
Resolution of ultrasound image depends on wavelength 
Shorter wavelength = higher resolving power 
 
Wave equation states that velocity = frequency × wavelength 
As speed of ultrasound is constant in given medium ∴ higher frequency ! shorter 
wavelength 
 
Consequence = improvement in resolution (∵ shorter wavelength) means reduced 
tissue penetration (∵ higher frequency) 
 
Modes of ultrasound imaging 
 
Commonly used modes of ultrasound imaging include: 
 
B (brightness) mode = pulsed ultrasound emission sweeping along one plane ! 
reflected waves detected along same plane 
2D B-mode image is created by plotting axial dimension (x-axis) vs latency (y-axis) 
vs amplitude of reflected wave (brightness) 
Use = create cross sectional image ! visualise anatomy 
 
M (motion) mode = ultrasound emission in single direction ! reflected waves 
detected 
1D M-mode image is created by plotting time (x-axis) vs latency (y-axis) vs 
amplitude of reflected wave (brightness) 
Use = monitor movement (e.g. of heart valve) over time along one dimension 
 
Doppler mode = B-mode ultrasound emission ! ultrasound wave interact with 
moving structure ! Doppler shift in reflected wave ! detected 
2D B-mode image with superimposed colour representation of Doppler shift (red = 
away, blue = towards transducer) 
 
Doppler effect 
 
Normally, the ultrasound wave reflected from a stationary object has the same 
frequency as the emitted wave 
 
Doppler effect is the change in frequency of a wave for an observer moving relative 
to its source 
 
i.e. emission of ultrasound wave ! reflected off heart valve moving towards 
transducer ! Doppler shift of reflected wave ! reflected wave has higher frequency 
than emitted wave 
 
The Doppler shift in frequency is related to the relative velocity between transducer 
and target by the Doppler shift equation: 
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where, Δf is Doppler frequency shift, Δv is relative velocity, c is speed of ultrasound 
in medium and f0 is the initial ultrasound frequency 
 
As emitted ultrasound beam may hit target tangentially (e.g. at an angle, θ) and that a 
double Doppler shift occurs (first on reaching target, then on reflection and returning 
to transducer) 
 
∴ above equation is rewritten to 
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∴ velocity of target may be calculated from knowing: 
(1) Doppler frequency shift – Δf 
(2) incident angle – θ 
(3) emitted ultrasound frequency – f0 
(4) speed of ultrasound in target medium – c 
 
Application of Doppler effect in the measurement of cardiac output 
 
During echocardiograph, using the principle of Doppler shift, it is possible to measure 
the speed of blood flow across the aortic valve as a function of time 
 
As the rate of blood flow is not constant during the cardiac cycle, integrating the 
velocity-time curve for one heartbeat (i.e. the velocity-time integral, VTI) is a way of 
obtaining weighted-average velocity over a cardiac cycle 
 
Using M-mode across the aortic valve it is possible to measure the aortic valve 
diameter, which can be used to estimate aortic valve area 
 
Stroke volume = velocity-time integral over one cardiac cycle × aortic valve area 
 
The cardiac output may then be estimated by multiplying stroke volume by heart rate 
 
∴ 

€ 

CO =VTI × Areaaortic valve × HR  
 
Examiner’s comments – 60% of candidates passed this question in 2007 
 
Main points expected: 

1. Definition of ultrasound and range of frequencies 
2. Principle of ultrasound genesis, tissue passage and reception (piezoelectric 

crystal understanding) 
3. Mention of acoustic impedance (density and sound velocity), reflection 

(intensity related to degree of differences in tissue density, latency related to 
depth). 

4. Appreciation of relationship between velocity, frequency and wavelength. 
5. Ability to correctly describe relationship of wavelength (or frequency) 

regarding penetration versus resolution. 
 



Extra marks: 
1. for mention of Doppler mode and correct description of Doppler effect. 

Doppler equation was awarded points where the values were correctly 
explained. Ability to calculate cardiac output was only credited when the 
principle behind the calculation using Doppler and M Mode to calculate area 
of aortic valve was explained. Simple statements such as Doppler can be used 
to measure cardiac output scored no marks. 

2. Definition of attenuation and thus need for gel at air/tissue interface (q? 
error. Change is acoustic impedance explains need for gel. Attenuation 
explains depth limitation of ultrasound.) 

3. Understanding that 2D pictures require an array of crystals 


